25 Serious
Questions To
Ask A Guy.
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Do you want to start a conversation with a guy? What could be the challenges you’re having to
ask him some questions?
Just like every other woman out there, who sort to know what a man is thinking about the
relationship with her. You might have pondered what are questions to ask a guy to get to
know him deeper, personal questions to ask a guy or some funny questions to ask a guy
to make him laugh.
You may want to leave a smile on his face, make him laugh and rolling on the floor or ask some
personal questions to know more about him which could be in a face to face conversation or
questions over text.
Honestly, there are some questions to ask a boyfriend that might lead to a bitter answer, but trust
me, the earlier you know the better for you. The importance of deep questions to ask a guy
before getting into anything serious with him can never be overemphasized.

25 Questions To Ask A Guy
1. What are your insecurities?

This is by far one of the best questions to ask a guy, for it is pertinent for a guy’s insecurity to be
known so that you won’t be taken by surprise when they come to light.

2. What are you relationship expectations?
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It is easier to know what a love relationship for him is, when you’re able to ask him what he
expects from a love relationship with you. Being in a lovely relationship, involves knowing what’s
views about things like quality time, intimacy, generosity, and respect etc.

3. Do you want children?

You wouldn’t want to jump into a relationship with him and end finding out he doesn’t believe in
having children. It will perhaps be the craziest shock you would receive in life.
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4. What attracts you in a woman?

Studying men can be time consuming that you would have to spend years and they still remain a
mystery to you. Asking to know what attracts him in a woman can be seen as fun questions to
ask a guy but trust me, it plays a crucial role in determining what’s expecting from you as a
woman.

5. Where do you picture yourself tomorrow?

Asking to know what plans a guy has for the future, places and things he could picture about
himself, boils down to making you learn your place on his life, Are you part of his future plan?
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6. What do you expect from me?

Find out what he wants from you in the relationship, what are his needs anchored on? This is by
far the best question to ask a guy, it will enable you know what is most important to him in you.

7. Ask about his friends and family

According to a recent research, it is important to know more about a guy’s family, and how he
was reaised before going into a relationship with him. A cute question to ask boys, is about their
family and friends. Remember that the types of friends he’s keeping has a lot to say about his
personalities.
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8. What would you do if you had a million dollars?

This is one of the random questions to ask a guy and its prevalent on Quora as it will help you to
know more about his financial dreams. Will he be the type of guy who would like to live a life of
luxury, who’s more interested on long term investment or a potential philanthropist who could give
a lot if not all for charity.

9. What’s the worst thing you’ve ever done?

This is one of the weird questions to ask a guy, you want to know what’s life like while growing
up, and what are some crazy or not crazy but funny things he did in the past so as to guess or
view his level of morals and analytical thoughts in dealing with situations.
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10. Where would you like to go?

Is he an urban guy? You’re not sure if he’s the type that would like to travel the wold or spend the
most if not the rest of his life in the metropolis, then this is by far one among the best questions to
ask a guy to get to know him better.

11. Are you interested in sports?

Its hard to see a guy who doesn’t like sports but they still exist some who’re not crazy about it.
Get to know what’s his take about sports and which type of sports he likes talking about or
interested in playing.
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12. Describe yourself in one word

If you want to get the concised version of what he’s, this is an excellent questions to ask a guy to
get to know him better as it will involve only a few words that talks about him and his
personalities. Be observant enough to note the words he uses while describing himself, whether
he’s attributing words to his personality, words that should be earned instead.

13. What kind of experience do you have with pets

In as much as a lot of persons in the US like pets, they’re some guys out there that are allergic to
pets. I know of a friend who said that she ain’t gonna date a guy who doesn’t like of have a pet,
so she considers this a must ask question for a guy before getting into a relationship with him.
This very question to ask a guy to get to know him, will give you the enablement to know if you
can stay with him without pets or not.
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14. What’s your Ideal name for a child?

This is a nice question to ask a guy after you have found out he’s interested in having kids. You
can picture cute names he has for your offspring and the great meaning behind them all.

15. Who has lost your respect completely?

An interesting question to ask a guy and get to know what he considers respectful and
disrespectful that could make him turn his backs on someone.
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16. Would you trade your love for 5 million dollars?

When you ask a guy this question, listen to his responses and you will be able to determine what
he would not do for 5 million dollars and how desperate he’s about money.

17. What is your favourite food?

Learn the foods he’s interested in, by doing so you get to know more about his nutrition and
health, food that can irritate him, the ones he would love to eat, how fast and easy are they to
make? Obviously, food says a lot about guys.
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18. What do you wake up excited about?

This is a great icebreaker in finding out how confident someone is talking about their things
they’re interested on.

19. What is your favourite character from childhood?

You could be surprise to hear him talk about super heroes; Superman, Spiderman, or Aquaman.
Of course every woman wants a superhero in her life, consider this a funny question to ask a guy.
What if he chooses to say his favourite childhood character is ninja turtle? That would not be
good enough.
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20. Would you rather choose fishing or hiking?

Fishing is has the significance that a man could be concentrated and able to endure hours
waiting for a rod put in water to just get a fish out of the wate. Alternatively, he’s a man who’s
excited about adventure and don’t mind going hiking with you even in the middle of the night.

21. Do women have equal right with men

This is a serious question to ask a guy if you don’t want to spend your life complaining about
dating a chauvinist, of course, men and women are equal and should be given equal rights in the
relationship.
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22. What accomplishment are you most proud of?

Allowing someone to discuss about the achievements they’re proud of, will let you know more
about them and depict you’re someone who supports other peoples’ oppions.

23. What are your thoughts on religion?

While it might be less important, it is interesting to learn more about his takes on religion to
ascertain if your religious values align.
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24. What’s your most embarrassing story?

Almost everyone has an embarrassing moment in life but not everyone would like to talk about it.
Asking and getting an answer about it is attractive especially when it is done with a great sense of
humor.

25. What are your favourite YouTube channels, TV shows or
books?

Take this to be among the questions to ask a guy for the first time when you need a conversation
starter, you could find out you both share the same interest in a particular movie or interest.
See Also: 200+ Questions To Ask Your Boyfriend
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Additional: Random Questions To Ask A Guy
Here are some good questions to ask a guy, the truth questions to ask a guy are also contained
in the random list below. Throw any of the random questions to a guy and note his responses.


















Describe your dream vacation?
Describe your go-to drink?
Do you believe in God? Do you have role models and idols, and who are they?
If you could only eat one food for the rest of your life, what would it be?
Is the physical appearance of girls the most important or their character?
What are you afraid of in life? What’s on your bucket list?
What did you learn late in life?
What is that one thing you wish you can unsee?
What is the happiest moment of your life?
What is your favorite movie of all-time?
What kind of music do you like and which places in the city you like to go out?
What scariest thing have you seen?
What was your favourite toy?
When was the last time you did something nice to someone?
Which fictional character scares you the most and why?
Which social media do you use the most often?
Who’s your greatest role model?

Watch This Video On 21 Questions To Ask A Guy
Visit the live version to watch the video.

Summary
When you meet a guy for the first time, do not be afraid to use any of the recommended
conversation starters contained in this post.
Don’t just focus on some random questions to ask a guy, be creative enough to interpret the
underlying meaning to every response he makes.
Again, you’re asking these questions to get him into trouble or to use his answers against him,
but to understand the kind of man he’s and if the relationship could work out for the both of you.
Some of the questions are meant to light up the moment, crack the both of you into laughing and
rolling on the floor. Fun questions can lead to a much better conversation, knowing fun questions
to ask a guy can save your conversations and show him you’re a great partner.
What’s your take on a list of questions to ask a man? Feel free to share your opinions with us
using the comment box below and share with friends on social media.

NOTE: We might have updated this article and advice that you visit the updated version
online “25 Serious Questions To Ask A Guy”.
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